
CONTACT TRACING TO BEGIN SOON - DO NOT GIVE THEM ANY DATA 

(Email) by Jim Stone 5.23.20 

REMOVE YOUR VOICEMAIL GREETING AND REPLACE IT WITH 

WHATEVER THE MACHINE SAYS AUTOMATICALLY. 

 

DO NOT ANSWER THE QUESTION "WHO AM I TALKING TO", SIMPLY 

HANG UP. 

 

IF CALLER ID STATES ANYTHING ABOUT COVID, DON"T PICK UP AT ALL. 

(in fact, if it's not someone you know, don't pick up at all) 

 

REMEMBER: Contact tracing has nothing at all to do with health, it is a political 

map of associations being compiled and this is a primary step that is taken before a 

culling. Don't give them an ounce of data. The best answer is silence. 

  

WE LIVE IN A POST BILL GATES COVID FAILURE WORLD 

Let's face it. The guy screwed up. His virus failed. He ran the simulations, he released 

it, and IT FAILED. It does not matter where it came from, (I am still undecided 

between Detrick and Wuhan) but we do know this virus was paid for by Gates/Fauci 

if it came from Wuhan, so screaming "china virus" in the media just heaps more 

failure on Gates even if the scam gets carried al the way to sending aircraft carriers to 

knock on China's door . . . . . rather than Bill's door. 

Gates did not get what he wanted. Everything is opening back up. Someone threw a 

tantrum and burned a church. Despite the hickish graffiti left behind, the only ones 

impassioned enough over all of this were those who had something to lose, even if 

your money paid for it . . . . . and if you operate at a level where other people's money 

does your evil, you're not a hick. Graffiti fail. 

 

We live in a post "covid" world. And it is a world that has been warned about evil 

people launching virus plots with what they wanted to be a real nasty killer for the 

sole purpose of locking down economies and getting people to fall in line commie 

style the same way people would have to if the guns ever get banned . . . . . and so far 

the plotters have failed at that too. 

 

I'd like to ask "kingdom of the world" Gates&co how it feels to not get away with 

stealing for practically the first time ever. They tried to steal it ALL this time rather 

than just steal software and elections and people's data and they failed. I bet they 

thought they had it in the bag, all mapped out by AI that had a "you can't possibly 

lose" scenario all plotted out, - a scenario they are STILL trying to run in their 



scamming media as it all falls apart because they failed to realize that if you're going 

to program an AI to win, it needs to have the truth. And if it has that, and it is a 

genuine AI, one that will actually work, - you know, something that sees the world 

accurately like the mind of God, and you give it the truth it's going to logic your evil 

plot right out of existence. A machine is a machine. You can't tell a machine to be 

evil, it's all just ones and zeros and if it's all going to work, the input has to be 

accurate. Obviously they did not give it that, considering how fast this particular 

communist smack down bit the dust. 

 

We now get to watch them spin the last yarns according to the direction of a faulty AI 

and FAIL, reality does not live in a box that has to compute outcomes based on 

bullshit. 

 

They'll soon have only a few big box stores to leverage fear into the kiddies and force 

compliance, only, it won't be fear, it will be an irritation, but since that's their last 

leverage point they'll use it while society gets moving again with an irritation rather 

than a communist system. 

 

I am actually surprised they screwed this up this badly. It was SO BAD people woke 

up before insurmountable damage was done. They'll never get a chance at a virus plot 

again, EVER unless they do something like release smallpox and if they do that, 

everyone will know who did it. The genie is out of the bottle for them, they can't put 

this type of scam back in the bottle and pour it fresh again EVER, and as a result the 

world is a whole lot safer now. 

 

The air was fresh this morning, it looks like we are going to win this. 

 


